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It i s conjectured that euclidean geometry should be derived from spinor

geometry through the equivalence of Bimple senispinor with isotropic semi n-

veetors. Iha only tensors of complex 2n dimensional Euclidean space E77

should then be: isotropic a - vectors and their intersections.

r spinor geometry generates two isotropio seal bivectors equivalent

to the seaispinors of F (their geometrical properties are those of light

propagating in vacua*), and their intersection! an isotropio vector (possibly

representing Momenta of Baseless particle and/or light rays); bat no scalar,

pseadoscalar or pseudovector i s generated.

In order to generate vectors outside the light cone in M one needs

not less than IT spinor geometry which also generates Lorantz pseudosoalars

and non isotrapic psendoveotors and tensors. Besides, ttrac spinor should

then always appear in doublets in H . further >ore the sere geometrical

structure of ^ spinor geometry seams to suggest formally, both Poinoar4

(extended) and oonformal superByaBietry.

Ihe suggested spinor-geoaetrical approach priviledges the elementary

role of seaispinors. Its relevance for the real world should be manifested

by the priviledged role of seoispinors in elementary interactions as infact

seems to be the ease with Lorentz samispinors in weak interactions (and

could perhaps also be the case for strong ones where conformal semispinors

(or twiators) could be the interacting spinor f ie lds) .
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I. IMTRODUCTIOir

Many of the recent attempts to formulate a theory of elementary physical

phenomena, have the common feature of mathematical complicacy. Toe motivation

of the present lecture is based on the hope and belief that mathematical and
geometrical simplicity should lie a characteristic mark In the formulation of
the lavs of nature governing elementary phenomena; and that one should endeavour
to search a formulation of these laws keeping this mark, as a guide.

We have then started by an attempt of a critical analysis of one of the
basic tools we use to describe physical phenomena, that is Euclidean geometry in
flat spaces, (Leaving aside, for the moment, general relativity). 3y this ve mean
the study of Euclidean complex spaces of 2n dimensions E,,n (for our purposes
Ej,11 can be easily reached from Ec ) defined in terms of coordinates (or vectors)
and of the continuous group of linear transformations (as rotations) acting on
these coordinates.

Now, this is our main question: Is this Euclidean geometry the simplest
we may conceive to describe elementary physical phenomena as we observe them in
space-time? the ansver is no if we identify, for our purpose, the meaning of the
word "simple" with that of "elementary".

In fact, many years ago, E. Cartan . has shown that vectors may be ex-
pressed in terms of spinors (and, generally, not viceversa) and rotations in
terms of reflections (and, generally, not viceversa). More precisely he has
proved the following statements:
S.I. The elementary transformations in E n are represented by reflections

with respect to hyper-planes: rotations are products of reflections;
proper (improper) for even (odd) numbers of reflections.

S.II. The elementary geometrical objects In Ej,11 are simple spinors, equivalent
to polarized isotropie n—vectors of E« . Ordinary vectors and tensors may
be obtained as intersections of isotropic n-vectora.

One is then induced to think that the simplest or, better, the most
elementary geometrical objects in E£n are spinors and not vectors and that the
simplest or most elementary transformations are not rotations, but reflections.

A first step in this search for simplicity Is then to try to formulate E?n

geometry in terms of spinors and reflections only and to see if this simplified
reformulation of geometry (we vi l l call i t "spinor geometry") may be used as an

The Idea to represent space-time coordinates in terms of spinors has been pro-
posed by J. RzewnsKI and by H. Fenrose . The present work, although baaed on
a different perspective, has some elements in common with the Interesting theories
developed by these authors.
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alternative frame for the description of physical phenomena and if so, If it may

throw some light on the way for the research of the elementary laws.

The aim of this lecture Is to summarize the basic ideas underlining this

attempt and some of the results one finds after the first steps.

II. SPINOR GEOMETRY

Given E ? in the standard manner we may define aggregates of E c multi-

vectors which, build up the Clifford algebra C*n. Its 2 n elements define a vector-

space S^n called al3o spinor space or index space- A E spinor £ is a 2

component vector of S n.

In particular to the orthonormal vector basis e-^.e,,,—e2n of E^,

there corresponds in S,,n, the Clifford subalgebra of C^n:

ri r2 •'•• r 2 n
 ( 2 l l )

Where r are 2n x 2n matrices, and the orthomomality of ETn basis is represented
a ^

by

. 2 - • • • 2 n
(2.2)

A reflection with respect to a hyper-plane orthogonal to T_ ia represented
* a

Jn spinor space by the transformation:

+r (2.3)

The Lie algebra of the rotation group S0(2n) in E 2 is represented in

spinor space by:

a = F r r 1
ab I a' b -" (2.U)

S . obey standard commutation relations.

It is then seen that reflections with respect to orthogonal planes

always anticommute:

r r .•- r. r , a ̂  t.
a b b a ( 2_ 5 )

at difference with standard Euclidean geometry In E c in terms of coordinates

where they commute.

Defining S through vectors or coordinates rij_ rig • • • n2n
 t n e reflection

considered would correspond to the transformation n^n^ = (-1) n a ' a = 1 i 2 - ' - 2 n .
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In the "Cartan basis" where

r =
a

the C&simir operator

and

«A - V.
(2.6)

12n+l "'1*2 "" ' ' 2n

where a is an appropriate phase factor 13 diagonal and anticommutes with all

(2.7)

In the Cartan "basis, the spinor £ has the form:

and

F2n+1> I tl - r2n+l>

(2.8)

(2.9)

where <XL and (p.... are semispinors of I and II kind respectively. We see from

(2.3) and (2.6) that every reflection and improper rotation interchanges (fl. <_>(](?II,

while proper rotations transform (fe and (p^ into themselves. Consequently, the

spinor £ is: reducible for S0(2n); irreducible for 0{2n).

For a spinor £ in Bt11 the bilinear polynomials constructed from its 2

components:

(2.10)

where r, > are the antisymmetrisized products of the unit vectors T of the
la r..a p;

orthonormal Clifford 3ubalgebra (2.1) and B is defined through:

(2.11)
,,2ntransform as p-vectors for reflections and their products (rotations) in £„ .

For 5 simple spinor:

= 0 for p = 0,1,2 n-1

vhile Vv 0 defines an isotropie n-vector [£] of E , which, i f polarized, may

We wish to point out that in (2.10), only the % components appear and not

their complex conjugates as in the more familiar construction of covariant

densities in Minkowaki space.
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be considered equivalent to the spinor C itself.

In the Cartan basis, V ^ is the sum of tvo terms, each one containing only

components of (p1 and of i-- semispinors

geometrically:

Cn) =

' II

©

(2.12)

(2.13)

where [(^ and [(^JJ] are isotropic semi n-vectors of the f i r s t and second kind
respect ively which, are transformed into themselves (one into another) for proper

(improper) rotations (and re f l ec t ions ) in E 2 . [(pj] and [(p^] are dual.

V p

E2n .

For p > n, V p i s non zero only for n-p = 3 (mod. h) .and i t represents

geometrically intersections of the isotropic semi n-vectors \.(fj\ and t ^ j j ] :

V (p ) = [<ft]n [<fxl] # 0 for p - n = 3 (mod h). (2.it*)

We shall nov adopt the following:

Definition of s-plnor geometry:

Spinor geometry in BS n ia the one vhlch may be formulated with a simple

Epnspinor S, vith the Clifford subalgebra r&(a - 1,2...2n) of E^
n satisfying

(2.2) and with the non null E-,n tensors expressed aa bilinear (or possibly

higher) polynomia of 5 components taking into account that the simple spinor £

transforms according to (2.3) for reflections.

If we limit ourselves, for the moment, to bilinear polynomia in £ component,

ve see that "s-pinor geometry" in E^ n consists of the spinor £ itself corresponding

to the direct sum of two isotropic semi n-vectors [^1 and [tf̂ j] of

the "possible intersections of these semi n-vectors.

% o f

We will now adopt the following assumption:

Assumption 2.1

The most appropriate geometrical frame for the formulation of elementary

physical laws is "spinor geometry".

We have now the elements for the study of spinor geometries and we will
li

start with that in E,,.
1

I I I . SPINOR GEOMETEY IN

The C l i f f o r d subalgebra i s given by v
QTf1Y2Y3 obeying:

°yv
(3.1)
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We have in the Cartan basin

Y5 - 1 ® 03 , B C3-2)

and:

where u and v are semispinora of the f irst and second kind respectively. For

simple ^ we have identically

v(o) V(M

while the non zero tensors are V and V

V ( 2 ) =

V ( 3 ) S

[u]©[v]= = | - (JM

(3.3)

(3.U)

(3.5)

1)[i(i] is equivalent when polarized with the apinor 41 i t se l f .

Since the semibivectors [u] and [v] are expressed aa bilinear products

of two component spinor u and v, they must be expressible as vectors and pseudo-

vectors of E;, siihsfv- :f E_. In fact , by expressing [u] and [v] explicit ly

we have-

H3 + i E3 " f12 + * f30

f 10

• 4) - H2 • iE2 =

(3.6)

H3 " 1E3 ' f12 " 1 f30

M :
2 1
2 . 2i

- I\ " f23 i f10

f,,, - i f,̂
(3.7)

and E represents a vector while H a pseudovector for rotations in the subspace

E^ (defined by y±, Y 2 , T 3)-

Isotropy of the bivector [*] or, of the Bemibivectora [u] and [v] may

be easily verified from (3.6), (3-T) and in terms of the vectors E and I it gives:1'

«*>

C3.Q)
E-H = 0.

(These relations may also be interpreted as the isotropy of the "vectors"

1 + iE, each one corresponding to the simple Ec spinors u and v.)

V in (3-5) transforms like a four vector for £„ rotations (later

Lorentz). It i s expressed as products of the type u Vg. Geometrically, i t

may be conceived as an intersection of the isotropic semibiveetors [u] and [v] ,

consequently

v^ vy = 0. (3.9)

as can be easily verified. We may also Introduce the charge conjugation matrix

C defined by
T

and the charge conjugate spinor

The above tensors may be also expressed in terms of +C and we have

(3.10)

V C 3 ) : -

We then see that E spinor geometry generated from a simple spinor $

contains:

two isotropic semibivectors

one isotropic four-vector

but no scalars or pseudoscalars.

Let us nov try, in accordance with Assumption 2 . 1 , to see which are the

elementary physical laws which may f i t in this geometry.

IV. CLASSICAL PHltSICS BT EQ

If we interpret E and S as electric and magnetic f ie lds , ve see that the

isotropy relation (3.8) gives the properties of these fields for light propagating

in vacuum; usually these properties are obtained after solving Maxvell equations -

here instead they simply represent the isotropy of the bivector F v equivalent to

the simple Ec spinor +.

Up to now, the fields E and S vere complex; i f we wont them real in
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Minkovaki space M

ve have also

then $ must he a Majorana apinor:

1 a E; E = R for ty = if

• %

O.l)

(h.2)

With the real lsotropic four vector V of spinor geometry in M • , ve may
either represent four momentum of massless particles (photons, neutrinos)
or light rays (V is a geoiaetrical entity part of the geometrical frame provided
by spinor geometry. Physical entities vith appropriate physical dimensions have
to be defined and discussed case by case, but they must f i t in that geometrical
frame.)

It i s interesting to see that ve may also obtain Maxwell equations i f
we momentarily deviate from the strict procedure of Assumption 2.1 (or anticipate
E spinor geometry), introduce coordinates x in M * j^a suppose that the spinor
41 depends on x and represents a spinor field satisfying a masslesa Dirac equation
or equivalently u and v Weyl equations (definition of "fields" requires a further,
deeper analysis, as ve wil l see in a subsequent paper):

txi = 0

F V — 0

We obtain

where it vas taken into account that

Assuming the ansatg

• (x)

T 0 .

U.5)
where (p(p) Is a four-component p - dependent spinor, ve obtain for F and the

dual F the Maxwell equations

(U.6)

It should be stressed that the "ansatz" (U.5) 1B essential for obtaining Maxwell
equations from Weyl ones, and i t is not alloved to take for u and u the super-
position of Weyl equation solutions and substitute them in (1».U). This means
that the Fourier analysis (construction of wave packets) can only be obtained
from the electromagnetic field T and not from the superposition of constituent
spinor field • vave packets. In fact, $ i s not "constituent" but rather,
polarised, F ^ "is" the simple spinor +.

V. POSSIBILITY, OF PQINCABE.SUFERSWMETRY; pr E"J SPIHOR GEOMETRY

We may reverse equations. (.3.M, (3 .5 l and ne obtain:

u n u a = ^~°2 3U\J aS ' VaT0 " °2 pv o&
(5.1)

(5.2)

where (-ia,-i) (ia,-i).

In the quantum mechanical interpretat ion, the spinor components appearing on the

left-hand side of (5.1) and ( 5 . 2 ) , must be interpreted as operators on the s tate

vectors of the quantum system; they w i l l act as spinor (charges) creation and

annihi lat ion operators.

There i s a drastic defference between (5 .1) and ( 5 . 2 ) . In fac t , in ( 5 . l ) t

2 2

the squares of the spinor components as u or v may appear, while in (5 .2) they

may not . Because of the Pauli exclusion pr inc ip le , ve assume that for any

physical s t a t e s |Ph.>, we must have

u 2 |Fh.> 0 , r 2 |Ph.> 0 . (5.3)

which means that four at least of the left-hand side operators of (5.1) must
annihilate the physical states. However, by Lorentz covariance (see also (3.6)
and (3.7)) . this must then apply to al l of them.

We shall then adopt the (stronger) hypothesis:

Hypotheai8 5.1: Spinor components quantum operators belonging to semispinors of
the same kind anticommute:

As a consequence, ve obtain for E splnors:

and from (5.2) (after symmetrization), we obtain

or equivalently:

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)
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where now Vv is also to he considered as an operator. This, equation is one of

the characteristic equations of Poincare superalgebxa if we interpret V as the

Poincare translation operator, but here no such interpretation is possible since

ve have no possible translations in our light-cone geometry.

As a consequence of Hypothesis 5-1 and consequent (5.5), ve have in the

quantized theory:

Fuv = S *C [V Tv ]-* E ° (5'8)

That is, the photon cannot be interpreted as a superposition of tvo spinors in

the frame of E spinor geometry: in fact, if (t Is a quantized anticommuting
C

spinor, then quantized F = 0 , Bather, F has to be interpreted as representing

the geometrical entity: the isotropic biveetor corresponding to the simple

spinor • itself.1*

As a consequence of Hypothesis 5.1 and because of (2.13), ve have that

(5.8) Is a particular case to the general rule:

(n)
That is, quantized V , and in particular! F , may only have classical

interpretation as representing vhen polarized the spinor itself.*'

Spinor geometry then splits the tensors in tvo classes: V a which

may only have classical meaning and v vith p>n vhich can give origin to

quantum operators expressed interns of quantized spinor charges (later fields).

We have seen that E c simple spinor geometry Is substantially the geometry

of the light cone only, nevertheless, it seems that a part of the elementary

natural phenomena like light propagating in vacuum, fourmomentum of massless

particles and light rays, seem to fit nicely in it. In order to obtain a richer

geometry in M ' ; that is, coordinates outside the light cone, scalars (masses),

and the full algebra of Poincare supersymmetry, we need at least another spinor,

that Is, an 8-component spinor or an E_ spinor. We will then study the geometry

generated by an E_ spinor.

• k 6

The two choices: two E simple spinors or: one E spinors, are only partially

equivalent. In fact, E c spinor geometry imposes geometrical contraints (spinor

simplicity, isotropy In B^ etc.) which are absent for tvo independent E

spinors.

-9-

VI. Ej; SPIHOR GEOMETRY

Let us nov consider the R, &-component spinor 5 and E- Clifford sub-

algebra determined by the 6" unit vectors T satisfying:

vith

(6.1)

Bab

and

in the Cartan basis

For an E- spinor E, we have:
l

0

1)

C2> (6.2)

The £r spinor geometry is then determined by the non-zero tensors

() /U) y(0) = 0

Let us consider V i J '

,,(3) (6.3)

it represents an iaotropic three-vector [£] equivalent, vhen polarized, to the
E simple spinor itself.

The second non-zero tensor is

and i t represents the bidimensional intersection of the \(f ] and [(p ] semi
three-planes. In fact, i t is a bilinear polynomial in the (f and (f components
since B is antidiagonal in the Cartan basis.

The other possible non-zero tensor is

(6.5)

i t is a scalar and it must lie zero for £ simple.

In order to give an Interpretation of these tensors in Minkovski space
3 1 k 2

M , one could establish hov this space is contained in E ' . But; coherently
-10-



witti our programme, ve should bet ter "read" the tensors, la terms of the two
!i 6

E or Dirac spinors ifi and *„ vhich. are contained in the E spinor in the
Dlrac baaia:

which can be obtained from the Cartan basis after a unitary transformation

We will take, in this basis:

and ve have

(6.6)

(6.8)

(3)and i t i s antidiagonal; we see then that V may be split in the following way

v ( 3 ) =
= -i,r.c

= Vu

( l )

iVV-Cr5
(S)

(6.9)

a n d Y ^ :

(2 )

vector V and axial vector A while V
(1,1

a paeudoscalar F and a tensor F

all expressed aa bilinear polvnomia in t-, an(i #g components.

V l a laotropic in En but the tensors in E_ given by (6.9) and (6.10)c 1, L

are in general, non isotropic in E_.

VII. PHYSICS IN THE FRAME OF SPINOR GEOMETRY IN E~J

7.1 Mass

We have seen that spinor geometry in E contains sea-Lars and pseudoscalars
kand non-isotropic vectors in Ec which means that we might have, in the frame of

that geometry, physical systems with mass in the Minkowski space. Since, in our
m

spinor language, mass is generated by £ Br-IVIVt;, it is clear that (for simple
6

it breaks 0(lt,2) invariance in Ê , and, if this invariaoce is the origin
1 L

of conformal covariance in Ej,, mass breaks conformal covariance as i t should.

7.2 Extended Poipcare superalgebra

We will now try to proceed to II quantization as we did in S V. A3 a

consequence of Hypothesis 5.1, ve have that V^3': s [<^~] © [fj^1] £ 0 in the

quantized theory: i t may only have classical, geometrical meaning. This then

applies to
(2>, Vy AU in (6.9).

In particular, the non-isotropic four-vector V could represent coordinates

outside the l ight cone in M',3.1.

. here i|i. may only be commuting numbers and then no power of V is identically zero.

:V : = [^fr] n [(fr ] instead may give origin to non-zero operators
(F . P , P ̂  from (6.10)1, in the quantized theory.

If we now repeat for each t(i the procedure of Sec. V: for each of
them, we will arrive, from the last two equations of (6.11) and (fi.lE^at the
Foincar£ supersymmetry equations:

(6.10)

P , F ; (i - 1,2) build up a doubled E~ spinor geometry generated by

the simple Er spinors i|i- and i|i_. Here again we obtain the isotropy relatioaa
(i) (i) f̂ O k

for P and P , However, i t i s seen that V contains also an Ê ,

How F ^ deriving from [(f ] n [^ ] do not go identically to zero in the quantized

theory on the contrary to the E r case of previous paragraphs and in principle
{' \

F and P could then represent the generators of Poincar! Lie algebra. This
( )

F

hovever, may not he clearly obtained as long as F and P
(i)

are expressed in

- 1 1 - -12-



terms of the spinor "charges." M in L6.12); (in fact hoth. dimensions and the

gradient interpretation, c&nnat be obtained).

In order to obtain the standard realization of Poincare Lie algebra,

one has to introduce spinor and tensor fields and this Till be possible in E
3 1

spinor geometry where M ' coordinates may be defined from (7.1). This

possibility will be studied in a subsequent work.

It is interesting now to note that

(7.3)
corresponding to two reflections with respect to E_ orthogonal planes, act as

generators

V V 3

of an internal algebra su(2) acting on the doublet of Dirac spiuors contained

in 6 , And the operators of il\j, r_ and IVF,. commute with the standard Lie

algebra of the Poincare' group J and P , in vSich P is a gradient generator

of translation.

We could then obtain, in the frame of E spinor geometry for the spinor in

the Dirac basis {6.6), Poineare' supersymmetry equations manifesting an internal

symmetry algebra (commuting with Poincare Lie algebra) generated from E^ re-

flecti tflection generators

symmetry
IVand their product; that is extended Foineare super-

Hovever, ve could also exploit the full spinor geometry in E and in

the quantized theory we will obtain conformal supersymmetry.

7.3 Conformal supersymmetry

We may nov reverse equations (6.3) and (6.h) and we obtain, as shown by

el and CM Ktoridee 'M. Daniel and CM. Ktoridee

• I (T.li)

where

(7.5)

£ ;

In the quantized theory, the components, of the £ spinor will contain

apinor creation and annihilation operators. We will then adopt Hypothesis 5.

and we are left with;

(7.6)

which may be concisely written as:

b - . aB afS (7.7)

where J represent the generators of Conformal algebra (here again in order to

express them in terms of the spinors, one must introduce spinor fields).

For simple spinors (7.7) reduces to:

(7.8)

It 13 easy to see that (7-8) includes the extended Poincare supersymmetry we

deduced in (7.2). Only nov, in E^, J + J g and J . - J , represent the generator*

of special conformal transformations and translations respectively. They then

nave different representations. In the same way, the intrinsic dilatation

operator r F- is contained. This is not, in our opinion, in contradiction with

our previous result but the interpretation might be the following.

If a theory has full E_ rotation covariance {conformal covarianoe if

0(1*,2) is considered as the originator of conformal covariance in H * ) then

(7.7) or (7-6) must be used. In this case, the spinor £ must be always used

vith all its 8 components and the operator Tc^g °* the internal symmetry algebra

is nothing more than the intrinsic part of the dilatation generator.

*
It is interesting to note that the condition of simplicity expressed in the

Dirac basis is:

and it is satisfied if or if i{i +y and |{l -y i.e.
i f +1 and i|i2 reduce to two component Weyl fields (belonging to different Internal
quantum numbers,

-13-
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If the E rotation symmetry i s ttroken: that i s , if jna.ss.eg, are introduced,

then only the Poincarecovariance. will remain and the E spinor sp l i t s in t«o

Dirac spinors, conforms! sjipersynmetry- s p l i t s in two Poincare aupersyinaetries;

what l a lef t of the Bigger symmetry i s an internal su[2) reflection symmetry

algebra commuting with the surviving Foincare symmetry: here again we find that

the original conformal covariance imposes the consideration of Dirac spinor

doublets and furthermore th i s doublet structure and the corresponding internal

symmetry survives even vhen masses are introduced (proton neutron) and conformal

symmetry is broken.
The author wishes to thank Prof. P. Furlan, E. Raczka and I.T. Todorov

for interesting and stimulating discussions.

VIII . COHCEUSIOH

A consequence of our attempt t o base Euclidean space geometry on 3pinor

geometry, i s t ha t in order to get standard Minkovski Euclidean space geometry,

we must useapinor geometries (spinors and Clifford algebras) of higher spaces

(Ec or higher) and then ve get in M spinor Btultiplets (doublets for E c ) ,

in t e rna l symmetry and supersymmetry together with Minkowski space Euolidean

geometry. Furthermore, a separat ion appears between "c l a s s i ca l " ({(fj] © ty^j])

and possibly dynami -a_L t [ ^ l ft ^ 1 1 ^ geometrical e n t i t i e s ; the f i r s t being

non-zero >niy for commuting spinor components, the second for commuting and a n t i -

mmui ing spinor components.

An important feature of the spinor geometry approacn i s t ha t the ex t ra

dimensions beyond those of Minkowaky space (E c
n for n>2) do not seem to necessar i ly

have a d i rec t physical meaning: they only o r ig ina te the m u l t i p l i c i t y M of the

(Dirac) spinors (M = 2 ) appearing in the theory, and the degree of the

reflection symmetry which may appear in the Poincare covariant physical

system in M3 '1.

I t Is clear from what has 'been exposed here that higher spaces wil l enrich

both the possible geometrical framea and the spinor multiplicity of lower spaces;
8 • •

so i t i s c lear t h a t E^ spinor geometry w i l l imply an ertended conformal super-

symmetry with an su(2) re f l ec t ion symmetry algebra superimposed while ; for

massive systems (broken conformal symmetry) a Foincare' auperaymmetry wi l l r e s u l t

with an in te rna l auCO symmetry algebra. But i t i a to he expected t ha t going

to higher spaces also the conditions of s implici ty for spinors and the geometrical

se lec t ion ru les on current dens i t i e s might reveal i n t e r e s t i ng suggestions.
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